Healing Effect of the Extract of Kombucha in Male Wistar Rats
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Abstract

In order to assess the impact of the early and late tissue repair of Kombucha extract on incised wounds in animal models, 24 Wistar male rats were used and divided into three groups: one of the groups received a topical cure on the wound with Brosin, and the other received the Kombucha extract. The third group did not receive any treatment, working as a control group. The objective was to evaluate and compare the Kombucha extract with a commercial healing product. Each one of the animals took a 1 cm wound in depth and length at a femur level on a side of the left thigh. The healing process was evaluated on an early and late phase by performing a morphometric and morphological analysis under the assumption of a faster recovery with the use of Kombucha. The results showed that there was a poor recovery in the control group. On the other hand, the other two groups, Brosin and Kombucha, were similar, with little inflammation and a high cell proliferation and migration along with basal array pulls of elastin and collagen which served for angiogenesis, repair and renovation of the new tissue.
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1. Introduction

When the skin or muscles are injured, a complex process of healing begins. It triggers a series of cellular actions combined with humoral and biochemical events that mark three stages: inflammatory or early, fibro-proliferative
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or intermediate phase, and remodeling which is the late phase. The first starts at the time of the injury, and for the next 48 hours. After the fifth day, late-stage changes can be seen. Such changes can vary depending on the type of lesion and the tissues involved [1].

The reconstruction of tissue requires lots of energy and protein synthesis, so the metabolism increases locally, flushing the area. As a result of the inflammatory process in the damaged tissue, there is attraction of monocyte chemotactic and macrophages, which are necessary to produce growth factors as well as platelets which are the blood clot forming [2], [3].

Then, the formation of the basal matrix starts. This matrix is formed with elastin and collagen, and serves as a bridge for proliferation and cell migration where the increases in neutrophils, fibrocytes, fibroblasts, macrophages and other cells in the process of inflammation are present. At the same time, angiogenesis takes place, which is the compaction of the tissue to get rid of the crust and start with new tissue remodeling [1], [4].

Ferments from which the Kombucha tea is obtained are an organic and symbiotic growth from yeasts and beneficial bacteria that form a zooglea. Its composition is controversial since it is not an organism as fungi or algae maybe; it has part of both and has a pH of 2.8 - 4 at the temperature of 26°C [5].

It was observed that it stimulates the immune system to strengthen cell membranes against the attack of pests and candidiasis by activity of butyric acid and glucuronic acid [6], [7].

The production of glucuronic acid at a rate of 0.38 g/100ml on the 14th day of fermentation helps stabilize the metabolism and detoxify it. When it is combined with the endogenous or exogenous substances that act as toxins and waste, it prevents the body from absorbing such substances. Therefore, they are eliminated by the body’s excretory system helping to lower blood pressure, prevent atherosclerosis and decrease cholesterol. The conjugation of the glucuronyl-transferase stimulates the glucuronidation as a result increasing the body’s defenses as in vigor and generalized well-being [6], [7].

Also, the Kombucha has antibacterial and antimicrobial activity by the presence of usnic acid of 0.65 g/100ml and acetic acid of 1.60 g/100ml, present in the fermentation of the 14th day, mainly attacking Estaphilococcus saureus, Shigella sonnei, E. coli, Aeromonashidrophila, Yeseniaenterolitica, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Enterobacter cloacae, Estaphilococcus epidermis, Campylobacter jejuni, Salmonella enteritidis, Salmonella typhiurium, Bacillus cereus, Helicobacter pylori and Listeria monocytogenes [8]-[10].

A lot of drugs and drugs patent with antibiotic and anti-inflammatory are currently available in the market. One of the most common contains neomycin sulfate tetracycline hydrochloride, prednisolone acetate and vitamin A, and offers large effects of repair in the healing process by inhibiting the inflammation and possible contamination; however, this type of medication has a high cost or side effects as containing corticosteroids [11].

Therefore, it is necessary to find and utilize natural and low-cost alternative treatments which are practical and promote effective damaged tissue repair without collateral, economic effects that inhibit inflammation and pollution as it is the case of Kombucha that studies extract prior proved to meet all these qualities [12].

2. Materials and Methods

This work was carried out in the facilities of the Laboratory of Morphophysiology of the Department of Veterinary Medicine and Animal Production of the University of Guadalajara, Campus of Biological Sciences and Agropecuary.

3. Experimental Design

24 young, male Wistar rats were used of 250 ± 20 g/Pv. They were housed according to the Mexican Regulation (NOM-062-ZOO-1999) which specifies the use of laboratory animals. These rats were organized into three groups with n = 8 each. The animals were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital at a dose of 30 mg/kg to practice a similar wound in depth and length of a 1 cm on the side of the left leg in the region of the femur involving skin and muscles.

Subsequently, 1 ml of Kombucha extract was topically applied to one of the groups; once a day, for five days. On the second day the early evaluation took place, and on the fifth day the late one. Another groups received approximately 1 g of a patented healing product which contained antibiotic, anti-inflammatory and vitamins. The last group was checked only physically and left to heal naturally to avoid interference with the results.
4. Morphometric and Morphological Analysis

Tissues of the injured area were formalin-fixed at 10% and subsequently included in paraffin blocks. They were cut in two series to 5 µm and one went to be stained with hematoxylin and eosin of Harris for evaluation of the cell population. The second series was aimed for the Masson trichrome staining technique. Collagen, elastin and keratin were assessed since these elements are the most frequently found in the connective tissue. They work as a support in the formation of new tissue in addition to determining the degree of fibroplasia and angiogenesis which are indicative of the degree of contraction and tissue remodeling elements [13].

5. Statistical Analysis

Data were subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) for ranges of Kruskal-Wallis and to establish the differences between means the Tukey test, at a significance level of 0.05, the program Sigma Stat 3.1.

6. Results

6.1. Morphometric Analysis

The number of neutrophils, basophils, eosinophils, lymphocytes, monocytes and fibroblasts were quantified in three groups. The remaining population at this stage such as lymphocytes, eosinophils, basophils and monocytes are not represented in the graphs since there’s not a significant difference to be compared against its controls. However, as it was described in morphological analysis.

Based on the average of neutrophils present in the groups, it was determined that there was a significant difference among the groups on the second day (after lesion) when the control group was compared against the patented drug and Kombucha. However, when comparing these two groups they had no significant differences because they had similar averages as shown in Figure 1.

The same thing happened when fibroblasts were quantified against the control group. Figure 2 shows such difference, but not between them.

The results that were obtained on the fifth day stated that there were statistical differences in the average number of neutrophils presented in the repaired tissue while comparing the control group against the Brosin and Kombucha group, but the this didn’t happen between these two, although it usually is observed a decrease in cell population at this stage in relation to the previous as shown in Figure 3.

The averages of the number of fibroblasts in this stage were kept the same as in the previous stage while maintaining nearly the same population in all groups and presenting significant differences only when comparing against Brosin and Kombucha, but not between them control Figure 4.

![Figure 1. Number of neutrophils by field in cuts of 5 µm of the group control, Brosin and Kombucha in the second day postlesion, a, b indicate statistical difference at a level of significance of 0.05, analysis of variance for ranges of Kruskal-Wallis (Sigma Stat 3.1).](image-url)
In this phase, the average of macrophages presented significant statistical differences when the three groups were compared (Figure 5).

6.2. Morphological Analysis

The Brosin group, after two days (Figure 6), showed a crust with proliferation of epithelium of the epidermis, thickening and inflammatory cells, edema, detritus, dermal and connective tissue with polymorphic and thin fibers of collagen and elastin, being more dense in the epidermal area. The Kombucha group, on the same period
of time, shows the most advanced healing process, with the underlying crust to the epithelium of the epidermis which is fused. Its continuity is distinguished a thickening with papillary projections towards the dermis noted difference of the connective scar tissue in the center with the normal connective tissue in the periphery with a pattern polymorphic calangenico thin fibers with jagged edges and a cell population of by fibrocytes, macrophages and erythrocytes, as well as edema circundate is more linear and acidophilic.

Tissues on the second day postlesion of the control group (Figure 6) present an imperfect crust, with moderate proliferation of the underlying epithelium, plenty detritus with inflammatory cells, macrophages primarily fibrous tissue with a pattern scarce colangenico with fibrocytes and fibroblasts in the area more deep dermis

---

**Figure 4.** Number of fibroblasts by field in cuts of 5 µm in the control groups and experimental, fifth day postlesion a, b indicate statistical difference at a level of significance of 0.05, analysis of variance for ranges of Kruskal-Wallis (Sigma Stat 3.1).

**Figure 5.** Number of macrophages by field in cuts of 5 µm in the control groups and experimental, fifth day postlesion, c, a and b indicate statistical difference at a level of significance of 0.05, analysis of variance for ranges of Kruskal-Wallis (Sigma Stat 3.1).
there are edema and connective tissue is more dense and with focal evidence of circumscribed inflammatory reaction. Tissues of the Brosin group on the second postlesion day (Figure 7) present hyperplasia of the epithelium at the edge of the wound, but with little underlying proliferation to the crust, detritus, severe inflammatory reaction with predominance of neutrophils, neovascularization tendril, fibroplasia with few fibrils of collagen, numerous fibrocytes and fibroblasts inflammatory cells from neutrophils and macrophages of 60/40 ratio. The Kombucha group, on the postlesion day two (Figure 7) already has part of the crust, no epithelial proliferation, detachment although inflammatory reaction is severe and with cell foci nodular type, moderate bleeding, edema and detritus plenty with inflammatory cells from neutrophils and macrophages also of 60/40 ratio. The control group on day two (Figure 7) presents an incomplete crust, aucencia of epithelial, severe inflammatory reaction edema proliferation, detritus cell plenty, neovascularization the proportion of inflammatory cells, neutrophils and macrophages is 20/20.

Morphological of five days postlesion, in the Brosin group (Figure 8) shows severe edema, crust detachment, inflammatory cells are scarce and a connective tissue with thin fibers with plenty fibrocytes and discrete bleeding. Also, the Kombucha group, five days postlesion (Figure 8), shows partial detachment of the crust thickening of the epithelium of the epidermis have glandular and pattern of connective tissue with tendril fibers thickened and moderate cell fibrociticas some erythrocytes and macrophages, discreet edema.

As shown in Figure 8, postlesion day five, the control group presents the crust adhered, epithelial, connective tissue with plenty cells mainly Fibrocytes and fibroblasts proliferation, little fibers of collagen moderate vascular buds and infiltration of macrophages with moderate bleeding. In the tissues of the Brosin group (Figure 9), it is observed little crust, with thickening of the epithelium, papillary projections towards the dermis, normal connective tissue, the scar is more cellularity with some macrophages, fibrocytes fibroblasts and hyperplasia of hair bulbs with discreet edema. On the Kombucha group (Figure 9), it is showed a crust, thickened epithelium presents papillary projections towards the dermis with marked organization collagen, the connective tissue that is normal, the scar is more cellularity with fibrocytes fibroblasts and some macrophages, hyperplasia of hair bulbs with moderate edema.
Figure 7. With the $5 \times$ bar = 100 µm, 10 bar = 40 µm × and $40 \times$ bar = 20 µm, objectives are pictures of cuts of 5 micron comparison tissue stained with hematoxylin and eosin, two days postlesion of three groups where the first stage of healing the skin and muculo with the formation of the stopper styptic, loss of continuity of the epithelium can be seen a strong inflammatory reaction marked by the presence of a large number of dead cells and cells technique of the inflammation such as neutrophils, macrophages, and fibroblasts.

Figure 8. With the $5 \times$ bar = 100 µm, 10 bar = 40 µm × and $40 \times$ bar = 20 µm, objectives stained with the technical trichrome are pictures of comparison of cuts of 5 microns of tissue from five days postlesion of three groups where you can see the second and third stage which is proliferation and remodeling of the new tissue can be seen the reconnection of the epithelium, the angiogenesis, hair follicles, the fibers of collagen and elastin and Brosin and Kombucha already present new tissue compaction giving way to the remodelling of the same.
The control group (Figure 9) is presented with a discrete crust, thickened epithelium presents papillary projections towards the dermis, there is difference between the connective scar tissue and normal connective tissue in the scar there are more cellularity with some macrophages, fibrocytes fibroblasts and hyperplasia of hair bulbs severe edema.

7. Discussion

According to the results in the observed data in graphs and images relating to the early healing we can discuss that actually animals in the control group of two days postlesion, which only has apply them a healing of the wound presented an inflammatory reaction stronger with edema, congestion and moderate cellular proliferation and as a consequence a poor start of the repair of the damaged tissue delaying healing, early and late [14].

Contrary in the group of Brosin and Kombucha is a swelling moderate along with a good cell proliferation and with a major organization in its architecture, the basal array that serves as the substrate is well defined the fibers of collagen and elastin which serve as a bridge for cell migration and remodeling [15].

Images relating to the five days postlesion again looks more delay in the repair process and remodeling of tissue in the group control is thus realized still swelling and lots of dead cells however Kombucha and Brosin groups appreciate good formation of blood vessels already there are reconnection, shrinkage, compaction of connective and epithelial tissue and it is starting with the remodeling [16] [17].

8. Conclusions

Based on the results, we can determine that the effect of the Kombucha as a healing skin lesion and muscles to be compared with commercial healing Brosin of Bayer was very good since it was showed that it could decrease the inflammation process quickly, the initiate formation of basal matrix and the cell proliferation continuously at the same time helping the compaction and tissue remodeling without delays or infectious processes in the injured tissue.

A lot of drugs and drugs patent with antibiotic and anti-inflammatory are currently available in the market.
One of the most common contains neomycin sulfate, tetracycline hydrochloride, prednisolone acetate, and vitamin A, and offers large effects of repair in the healing process by inhibiting inflammation and possible contamination; however, this type of medication has a high cost or side effects as containing corticosteroids [5].

Therefore, it is necessary to find and utilize natural and low-cost alternative treatments which are practical and promote effective damaged tissue repair without collateral, economic effects that inhibit inflammation and pollution as it is the case of Kombucha that studies extract prior proved to meet all these qualities [6].
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